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Coping with Stress & Trauma
in the Profession of Journalism



“From job insecurity to the 
economic crisis of the media… 
from a relentless breaking news 

cycle to                          
journalists’ hyperconnectivity; 
media workers were already 

highly exposed to mental health 
problems.”

“Journalists must understand 
their role as a journalist but 
you, as a human being, are 

more important than being a 
journalist and you have the 
right to rest and to have a 

social life.” 
- International Federation of 

Journalists



Burnout Scale

Cranky

Tired

Exhausted

Depleted

Burned Out



The Shifting Insights
“Researchers 

found that only       
1 of 41 journalism 

schools that 
responded to a 
survey offered a 

course that taught 
journalists how to 
protect themselves 
from psychological 
trauma and how to 

interact with 
trauma victims.” 

- Journalism 
Practice



Starting New Conversations

Everyone experiences trauma differently — and that’s true 
also of journalists. It depends on personality, past 
experience, and how someone personally took on board 
what was witnessed and reported. 
• Most people cope well with trauma — especially if they 

have good social, family and team support. 
• Those who do find they’re not recovering well shouldn’t 

shy away from getting support, professional if necessary. 
It can make a big difference. 

• Be aware that being open to emotional experience can 
make you a better reporter. After all, if you can’t 
empathize with those whose story you’re reporting, you 
won’t be able truly to reflect their experience.

Source: Trauma & Journalism: A Practical Guide - Dart Center

https://dartcenter.org/content/trauma-journalism-handbook


What was the most stressful situation you’ve ever faced?

How did you cope and overcome that situation?

Group Discussion



Traumatic Stress At The 
Workplace

• Traumatic stress: Unusually challenging event(s) creates 
or has the potential to create significant human distress, 
which can or will overwhelm a person’s ability to 
cope. (Everly and Mitchell, 1999)

• Psychological crisis: 
• Loss of psychological balance  
• One’s usual coping methods have failed
• Evidence of significant stress, impairment, dysfunction

(Adapted from Caplan, 1964, Preventive Psychiatry)



The Impact of Trauma on 
Journalists

• Journalists frequently bear witness to traumatic events

– Research suggests that between 80 to 100% of 
journalists have been exposed to a work-related 
traumatic event

• Despite repeated exposure to work-related traumatic 
events, most journalists exhibit resilience
– This is evidenced by relatively low post-traumatic 

stress (PTS) rates and other psychiatric disorders, 
despite high trauma exposure

– A significant minority, however, are at risk for long-
term psychological problems, including PTS

Source: Covering Trauma: Impact on Journalists - Dart Center

https://dartcenter.org/content/covering-trauma-impact-on-journalists


Risk Factors for Post-
Traumatic Stress

• Exposure to a greater number of traumatic assignments
– Wars
– Racial violence
– Automobile accidents
– Mass casualties
– Natural disasters
– Gun violence/school shootings

• Working in the field (as opposed to a non-field job)
• Personal stressors (relationships, finances, etc.)
• Organizational factors (high workload demands, 

organizational changes, leadership styles, etc.) 

Source: Covering Trauma: Impact on Journalists - Dart Center

https://dartcenter.org/content/covering-trauma-impact-on-journalists


Coping with Stress: 
Reporting on Trauma

• Recognize traumatic symptoms in yourself so you can 
take the necessary steps early on to keep those 
symptoms from developing into long-term or chronic 
issues that can impact mental and physical health

• Recognize traumatic stress symptoms in others and how 
to properly approach someone who has been through a 
traumatic event

• Contact your EAP (855-442-4236)

• Your EAP can provide referrals to counselors who 
specialize in post-traumatic stress. 

• 8 sessions per issue at no cost for Gannett 
employees and household members



At Risk Post-Traumatic Stress may look like…
• Shock, denial, or disbelief

• Confusion, difficulty concentrating
• Anger, irritability, mood swings

• Anxiety and fear
• Guilt, shame, self-blame

• Sadness
• Difficulty sleeping

• Relationship problems
• Trouble feeling positive emotions

* Post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms may start within one month of a traumatic 
event, but sometimes symptoms may not appear until years after the event. – Mayo 

Clinic 



Exercise 1

Write the Names of People in Your Support System

List at least three to five people you can talk to for support and 
ensure you readily have their contact information.



Trauma Recovery and 
Resilience

• Setting healthy boundaries

• Self-care

• Support systems

Some self-care practices may be at odds with your 
workload.

The upcoming tips and tools may not feel natural and may 
be in conflict with some asks at work; however, they are still 

vital and worthwhile.



Setting Healthy Boundaries

• Put yourself first

• Remove yourself from stimuli when needed

• Tune into your feelings 

• Give yourself permission to do what you need to…

• Develop transitions between work and home

• What are some ways that help you transition from 
work and home?



Coping with Stress: Self-
Care Practices

• Mindfulness & meditation

• Journaling 

• Art therapy

• Watching uplifting and inspirational movies

• Include laughter throughout your day

• Exercise

• Spend time outdoors with nature

• Identify your support system

• Practice gratitude and be patient with yourself



Managing Anxiety

When under stress, practicing mindfulness can help you to 
relax. It doesn’t have to take a lot of time out of your day; you 
can reap the benefits from even one minute of a relaxing 
activity.

• Match your inhales and exhales: Inhale for 4 seconds, 
hold for 4 seconds, and exhale for four seconds

• Count your breaths: Inhale 1, exhale 2, inhale 3, and 
exhale 4 until you reach the number 10. Repeat as needed

• Try a quick body scan: Start at the top of your head and 
move down to your toes. Focus on each body part and 
deliberately relax that area. You can even consciously tense 
and release (if preferred)



Exercise 2
The way you breathe affects your whole body. Breathing exercises can help 
you relax and reduce tension. 

Let's practice this exercise to help us focus on today’s session and briefly let 
go of any tension.

1. Relax your stomach muscles.

2. Take a slow deep breath in through your nose. Breathe in as much air as possible, letting the 
air move downward into your belly rather than puff up high in your chest. If you do it correctly, 
your lower belly will expand. As you breathe in, think about breathing in peace and calm.

3. Next, breathe out through your mouth or nose. As you exhale, imagine that you are letting go 
of your tension and worry.

4. Repeat for 1 minute. With every long, slow exhalation, you will feel more relaxed.



Invest in Yourself

The “oxygen mask” theory – all starts with you

Focus on your “D.H.A.” – Dreams, Hopes, and 
Aspirations

Get excited!

Build motivation, willpower, and determination

Practice self-compassion



Praise and Reward Yourself 
Often

• Praise yourself often for having the courage to face the 
day, take a risk, or reach a goal. Your praise may include 
comments like “I did it,” “I’m proud of myself,” or “I 
survived a challenging day.”

• Reward yourself often when you take a risk or complete a 
goal.

Examples of rewards:

• Take 15 minutes to focus on 
something you enjoy doing

• Eat a special treat

• Watch a movie

• Take a trip



Exercise 3

Write Three Things You’ll Say to Praise Yourself, Three Rewards

You’ll Give Yourself, and How Often You Promise Yourself to Do Each

Hint: Find reasons to praise and reward yourself. Often!



Develop a Plan and Commit to It! 
When I am stressed, I will…

q Talk to someone I trust if needing support

q Practice deep breathing or some other relaxation 
technique

q Prioritize responsibilities

q Set limits and reestablish boundaries

q Limit negative thoughts

q Engage in healthy activities



How Your EAP Can Help

• Managing depression, anxiety, stress, grief, and loss

• Planning for significant life events such as marriage or 
the birth of a child

• Strengthening relationships

• Achieving personal and professional goals

• Getting addiction assessment and treatment 
recommendations

• Balancing work/life issues

• Planning for a strong financial future

• Sorting through legal matters



EAP Workplace Consultants: Critical Incident 
Response (CIR)

Critical Incident Responses (CIR)

• In response to any traumatic event in the workplace

• Group and individual debriefing sessions

• Onsite and telephonic services available

• Immediate response available

Phone Number for Managers/Leaders: 855-442-4236  (Option 2)



Contact Your EAP

When you call or go online to use the EAP services, be 
sure to mention or select trauma-related services to 
connect you with the most appropriate resources.

Contact your EAP for help with any personal or professional 
issue:

• Available 24/7/365

• No cost and confidential

Phone Number: (855)-442-4236 

Website: gannett.mybeaconwellbeing.com



References and Resources 

• https://dartcenter.org/content/trauma-journalism-
handbook

• https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2019/how-
journalists-can-take-care-of-themselves-while-covering-
trauma/

• Journalists are stressed. Research offers tips to help 
reporters cope. (journalistsresource.org)

https://dartcenter.org/content/trauma-journalism-handbook
https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2019/how-journalists-can-take-care-of-themselves-while-covering-trauma/
https://journalistsresource.org/home/journalism-stress-solutions/


A journalist can relate...

Thank you for your participation!

How did we do?

Source: Overheard in the Newsroom, Designed by Rajan Sharma


